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The authors obtain, in the Laplace transform space, the exact analytic solution for the Green
function and survival probabilities for the excited-state diffusion-influenced reversible geminate
reaction, A* 1B�C* 1D, with two different lifetimes and in the presence of an added quenching
process. This extends a previous investigation by Popov and Agmon@J. Chem. Phys.117, 5770
~2002!# of the ground-state reaction without quenching. The long-time asymptotic behavior of the
survival probabilities is obtained in the time domain. It is found to be different from the
equal-lifetime case. This paper also provides a useful short-time approximation for the kinetics.
© 2004 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1755658#

I. INTRODUCTION

Diffusion influenced bimolecular reactions in solution
have been studied extensively and continuously since the
seminal work of Smoluchowski.1 In recent years progress
was made in extending the theory toreversible reactions.
The reactions in question are categorized by the two
schemes:~1! binding reactions (A1B�C, abbreviated as
ABC!; ~2! transfer reactions (A1B�C1D, abbreviated as
ABCD!. The treatment of both reactions can be unified
within a single formalism, the ABCD reaction being the
more general case.2,3 Even more general is the study of these
reactions in their excited electronic state, when reactants and
products may decay to the ground-state with different life-
times.

For the excited-state~ES! ABC reaction in the pseudo-
first-order target limit~i.e., a single, static A with a random
distribution of B’s! accurate Brownian dynamics~BD! simu-
lations were recently performed,4–6 and this allowed to es-
tablish the validity of various approximate theories. For the
analogous ES–ABCD reaction several approximate theories
exist,7–11 but there is presently no accurate BD simulation
with which to compare. The present work is a first step in
this direction. Since our BD approach~as first outlined by
Edelstein and Agmon12! utilizes the pair~‘‘geminate’’! solu-
tion as the ‘‘Brownian propagator’’ for moving particles, we
obtain here the exact geminate solution for the reversible
ES–ABCD reaction.

The geminate case is a special limit of the many-particle
reaction, which involves isolated pairs initially prepared at
some fixed separation. For the ground-state ABC reaction, an
analytic solution was obtained by Agmon13 in one dimension
~1D! and by Kim and Shin14 in three dimensions~3D!. For
the ES, the geminate binding reaction was solved by Gopich

and Agmon15,16 in 3D and by Kimet al.17 in 1D. A similar
approach for the ground-state reversible ABCD transfer re-
action was implemented only recently.18,19 Still missing is a
solution to the geminate ES–ABCD problem.

In this work, we treat an even more general problem,
which involves a competing quenching reaction in parallel to
the reversible one,

A* 1B ——→
k1

C* 1D,

C* 1D ——→
k2

A* 1B,

A* 1B ——→
kq1

A1B,

C* 1D ——→
kq2

C1D,

A* ——→
ku1

A,

C* ——→
ku2

C.

The superscript* denotes the excited state, whereask1 and
k2 are the forward and reverse transfer rate constants, respec-
tively. kqi and kui denote the quenching and unimolecular
decay rate constants, respectively.

This work thus extends the previous work19 for the kqi

50, ku15ku2 case, to include different lifetimes and quench-
ing. First, we obtain the exact Green function for this reac-
tion in the Laplace transform space for general dimensional-
ity ~Sec. II!, with specific results for three dimensions in Sec.
III. For the latter case, we obtain the long-time asymptotic
expression for the survival probability in the time domain
~Sec. IV!. These results exhibit a kinetic transition which is
more complex than that found for the ground-state
reaction.18,19 An analytic short-time behavior is derived in
Sec. V. Kinetic transitions in the equal-lifetime case are dis-
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cussed in Appendixes A and B. A possible experimental
implementation of the geminate reaction under consideration
is discussed in the Conclusion, see Sec. VI.

II. EXACT RESULTS IN LAPLACE SPACE

The geminate ABCD system may be in either one of two
states:~1! The reactant state, A* 1B, or ~2! the product state,
C* 1D. We denote the distance between A and B~C and D!
by r 1 (r 2). It extends from the contact distance,a1 (a2), to
infinity. The relative diffusion constants in these two states
are D15DA* 1DB and D25DC* 1DD , respectively. They
are assumed to be spatially invariant.

In the present section, the spatial dimension isd, and the
solid angle,gd , is 4p, 2p, and 2 ford53, 2, and 1, respec-
tively. The following sections, however, will provide specific
results only in three dimensions. In the above notations, the
diffusion operators in these two states are

Li5Dir i
12d ]

]r i
r i

d21 ]

]r i
, ~2.1!

and they describe the relative motion of the A* B ~or C* D)
pairs.

Denote the probability density of finding A* and B at a
separationr 1 at timet by pA* (r 1 ,t) and, similarly,pC* (r 2 ,t)
for the C* D pair. These evolve in time by the following
Smoluchowski-type equations:

]pA* ~r 1 ,t !

]t
5L1pA* ~r 1 ,t !2@W1~r 1!1Wq1~r 1!1ku1#

3pA* ~r 1 ,t !1W2~r 1!pC* ~a2 ,t !, ~2.2a!

]pC* ~r 2 ,t !

]t
5L2pC* ~r 2 ,t !2@W2~r 2!1Wq2~r 2!1ku2#

3pC* ~r 2 ,t !1W1~r 2!pA* ~a1 ,t !, ~2.2b!

where the ‘‘sink terms’’ that describe reaction and quenching
are

Wi~r j !5ki

d~r j2aj !

gdr j
d21 , Wqi~r !5kqi

d~r 2ai !

gdr d21 , ~2.3!

respectively. The delta functions imply that the reactions are
restricted to occur at the contact distance of each state. When
the ABCD reaction involves atom transfer, this is the natural
boundary condition to use. For electron or excitation transfer
it is an approximation~the so-called ‘‘contact approxima-
tion’’ !, since the rate coefficients may be distance dependent.
In both cases we assume, as is often done in this field, that
reactivity is spherically symmetric so that our equations de-
pend only on the radial coordinater.

Since the reaction is introduced via sink terms, we
assume thatpA* and pC* obey a reflective boundary
condition at the corresponding contact distance,a1 or a2 ,
respectively. Consequently,*a1

` ddr 1 L1pA* (r 1 ,t)50 and

*a2

` ddr 2 L2pC* (r 2 ,t)50. Note thata1 anda2 may be differ-

ent if the sum of radii of A* and B is different from that of
radii of C* and D. This is, again, more relevant to atom
transfer than to energy transfer reactions.

Consider an initial state 1, with A* B separated by a
distancer 0 ,

pA* ~r 1,0!5
d~r 12r 0!

gdr 1
d21 , pC* ~r 2,0!50. ~2.4!

The probability densities~‘‘Green functions’’! obeying these
initial conditions are denoted bypA* (r 1 ,tur 0) and
pC* (r 2 ,tur 0). If the initial state is that of a C* D pair, inter-
changing the indices (1,A* ) and (2,C* ) in all of the above
equations will suffice.

In the Laplace domain,f̂ (s)5*0
` exp(2st)f(t)dt, the

evolution equations for the chosen initial conditions are ex-
pressed as

sp̂A* ~r 1 ,sur 0!2pA* ~r 1,0ur 0!

5L1p̂A* ~r 1 ,sur 0!2@W1~r 1!1Wq1~r 1!1ku1#

3 p̂A* ~r 1 ,sur 0!1W2~r 1! p̂C* ~a2 ,sur 0!, ~2.5a!

sp̂C* ~r 2 ,sur 0!5L2p̂C* ~r 2 ,sur 0!2@W2~r 2!1Wq2~r 2!1ku2#

3 p̂C* ~r 2 ,sur 0!1W1~r 2! p̂A* ~a1 ,sur 0!.

~2.5b!

Inserting Eqs.~2.3! and ~2.4! into Eqs. ~2.5! gives, after
some rearrangements,

~s12L1!p̂A* ~r 1 ,sur 0!

5@2k18p̂A* ~a1 ,sur 0!1k2p̂C* ~a2 ,sur 0!#

3
d~r 12a1!

gdr 1
d21 1

d~r 12r 0!

gdr 1
d21 , ~2.6a!

~s22L2!p̂C* ~r 2 ,sur 0!

5@2k28p̂C* ~a2 ,sur 0!1k1p̂A* ~a1 ,sur 0!#
d~r 22a2!

gdr 2
d21 ,

~2.6b!

where we have defined

si[s1kui , ki8[ki1kqi .

By introducing the nonreactive Green function,
Gi(r ,sur 0), which satisfies

~s2Li !Gi~r i ,sur 0!5
d~r i2r 0!

gdr i
d21 , ~2.7!

with the reflective boundary condition at the contact dis-
tance,]Gi(r i ,sur 0)/]r i ur 5ai

50, one finds that

p̂A* ~r 1 ,sur 0!2G1~r 1 ,s1ur 0!

5@2k18p̂A* ~a1 ,sur 0!1k2p̂C* ~a2 ,sur 0!#G1~r 1 ,s1ua1!,
~2.8a!

p̂C* ~r 2 ,sur 0!5@2k28p̂C* ~a2 ,sur 0!1k1p̂A* ~a1 ,sur 0!#

3G2~r 2 ,s2ua2!. ~2.8b!

By settingr i5ai in Eqs.~2.8! we get

@11k18g1~s1!# p̂A* ~a1 ,sur 0!

5G1~a1 ,s1ur 0!1k2g1~s1! p̂C* ~a2 ,sur 0!, ~2.9a!
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@11k28g2~s2!# p̂C* ~a2 ,sur 0!5k1g2~s2!p̂A* ~a1 ,sur 0!,
~2.9b!

wheregi(s)[Gi(ai ,suai) for i 51,2.
Let us define

f ~s1 ,s2!511k18g1~s1!1k28g2~s2!

1~k18k282k1k2!g1~s1!g2~s2!, ~2.10!

and substitute it into Eqs.~2.9! to find

p̂A* ~a1 ,sur 0!5
11k28g2~s2!

f ~s1 ,s2!
G1~a1 ,s1ur 0!, ~2.11a!

p̂C* ~a2 ,sur 0!5
k1g2~s2!

f ~s1 ,s2!
G1~a1 ,s1ur 0!. ~2.11b!

By substituting Eqs.~2.11! into Eqs.~2.8!, one can express
the reactive Green functions in terms of the nonreactive ones

p̂A* ~r 1 ,sur 0!2G1~r 1 ,s1ur 0!

52
k181~k18k282k1k2!g2~s2!

f ~s1 ,s2!

3G1~r 1 ,s1ua1!G1~a1 ,s1ur 0!,
~2.12!

p̂C* ~r 2 ,sur 0!5
k1

f ~s1 ,s2!
G2~r 2 ,s2ua2!G1~a1 ,s1ur 0!.

By setting kui50 and kqi50, Eqs. ~2.12! reduce cor-
rectly to the reversible ground-state geminate ABCD reaction
results, see Eqs.~2.8! in Ref. 19. The solution for the ABC
reaction, with an association rate constantk1 and a dissocia-
tion rate constantk2 , is obtained from Eqs.~2.12! by setting
kq250 and by replacingg2(s2) andG2(r 2 ,s2ua2) by 1/s2 .
In this case,r 2 represents the bound state andp̂C* (r 2 ,sur 0)
becomes the binding probability.

Consider now the probability of finding A* ~or C* ),
given that a A* B pair was initially separated by distancer 0 ,
SA* (C* )(tur 0)5*a1(2)

` ddr 1(2) pA* (C* )(r 1(2) ,tur 0). Integration

of Eqs.~2.12! gives

ŜA* ~sur 0!

5
1

s1
F12

k181~k18k282k1k2!g2~s2!

f ~s1 ,s2!
G1~a1 ,s1ur 0!G ,

~2.13a!

ŜC* ~sur 0!5
k1

s2 f ~s1 ,s2!
G1~a1 ,s1ur 0!, ~2.13b!

since*ai

` ddr i Gi(r i ,sur )51/s. The generalized normalization

condition

s1ŜA* ~sur 0!1s2ŜC* ~sur 0!1kq1p̂A* ~a1 ,sur 0!

1kq2p̂C* ~a2 ,sur 0!51 ~2.14!

is now easily verified. One can proceed to obtain specific
results for any given dimensionality,d, from the known ex-
pressions for the nonreactive Green functions. We restrict the
discussion below to three dimensions.

III. RESULTS IN THREE DIMENSIONS

The Laplace transform of the nonreactive Green function
in 3D is well known:20

Gi~r ,sur 0!

5
ai

2

2rr 0kDi
At is

S expF2A s

Di
ur 2r 0uG1

At is21

At is11

3expF2A s

Di
~r 1r 022ai !G D , ~3.1a!

Gi~r ,suai !5Gi~ai ,sur !

5
ai

kDi
r ~At is11!

expF2A s

Di
~r 2ai !G , ~3.1b!

gi~s![Gi~ai ,suai !5@kDi
~At is11!#21. ~3.1c!

Here, t i[ai
2/Di and kDi

[4paiDi designate the diffusion
time scale and rate constant, respectively.

Inserting Eq.~3.1c! into Eq. ~2.10!, we get

f ~s1 ,s2!5
~s11At1s1!~s21At2s2!2s

~11At1s1!~11At2s2!
, ~3.2!

where we define

s i [11a i8 , s [a1a2 ,

and

a i [ki /kDi
, a i8 [ki8/kDi

.

Substituting Eqs.~3.1! and ~3.2! into Eqs. ~2.12! and after
some algebra, one finds that

p̂A* ~r 1 ,sur 0!5G1~r 1 ,s1ur 0!2
a1

2

r 1r 0

a18~s21At2s2!2s

kD1
~11At1s1!

exp@2As1 /D1~r 11r 022a1!#

~At1s11s1!~At2s21s2!2s
, ~3.3a!

p̂C* ~r 2 ,sur 0!5
a1a2a1

r 0r 2kD2

exp@2As2 /D2~r 22a2!2As1 /D1~r 02a1!#

~At1s11s1!~At2s21s2!2s
. ~3.3b!
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Unfortunately Eqs.~3.3! cannot be inverted analytically in general, except for the special case of equal lifetimes, which is
given in Appendix A.

The survival probabilities, obtained by inserting Eqs.~3.1! and ~3.2! into Eqs.~2.13!, are

12s1ŜA* ~sur 0!5
a1

r 0

a18~s21At2s2!2s

~At1s11s1!~At2s21s2!2s
e2As1 /D1~r 02a1!, ~3.4a!

s2ŜC* ~sur 0!5
a1

r 0

a1~11At2s2!

~At1s11s1!~At2s21s2!2s
e2As1 /D1~r 02a1!. ~3.4b!

Similarly Eqs. ~3.4! cannot be inverted analytically except
for the equal-lifetime case, see Appendix A.

IV. LONG-TIME ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR

Although explicit time-domain expressions are not ob-
tainable by inverting the Laplace space results in the general
case, one can find the long- and short-time asymptotic be-
havior. We limit the discussion to the survival probabilities,
although similar results may be obtained for the Green func-

tions themselves. The results depend on the difference of the
excited-state decay constants

K[uku22ku1u

and undergo a transition asku22ku1 changes sign.
The asymptotic expansion denoted by; is obtained

from Eqs. ~3.4!, by taking the limits→2min(ku1,ku2) and
inverting the leading term. We separate out the two cases
below:

~1! The case ku1.ku2 ,

SA* ~ tur 0!;
a1a1

r 0

~At1K11!e2AK/D1~r 02a1!2ku2t

K@~At1K1s1!s22s#2

a2a2

A4pD2t3
, ~4.1a!

SC* ~ tur 0!;
a1a1

r 0

e2AK/D1~r 02a1!2ku2t

~At1K1s1!s22s
F11

~At1K1s1!a282s

~At1K1s1!s22s

a2

ApD2t
G . ~4.1b!

It is seen thatSA* (tur 0)exp(ku2t) decays to zero ast23/2, whereasSC* (tur 0)exp(ku2t) approaches an asymptotic plateau as
t21/2. It is easy to see that the coefficients of thet23/2 and t21/2 terms are positive. Thus the plateau in Eq.~4.1b! is always
approached from above. This contrasts with the equal-lifetime case~see Appendix A!, in which a kinetic transition can occur
with regards to the approach to the plateau, which is sometimes from above and other times from below.18,19

Figure 1 exemplifies the asymptotic behavior in comparison with the exact solution obtained from a numerical inversion
of Eqs. ~3.4!. It is interesting to note thatSA* (tur 0)exp(ku2t) in Eq. ~4.1a! undergoes a ‘‘second-order’’ transition, in which
approach to thet23/2 asymptotics switches from above to below@panel~A!#. The coefficient of thet25/2 term can change sign,
and the second-order transition occurs when it vanishes. A corresponding second-order transition is not observed for
SC* (tur 0)exp(ku2t) in panel~B!.

~2! The caseku1,ku2 ,

SA* ~ tur 0!eku1t;12
a1

r 0

a18~s21At2K !2s

s1~s21At2K !2s
F12S r 0

a1
2

a18~s21At2K !2s

s1~s21At2K !2s
D a1

ApD1t
G , ~4.2a!

SC* ~ tur 0!eku1t;
a1a1

Kr 0

11At2K

s1~s21At2K !2s
F r 0

a1
2

a18~s21At2K !2s

s1~s21At2K !2s
G a1

A4pD1t3
. ~4.2b!
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Thus with the change of sign inku22ku1 , the roles of
SA* (tur 0) and SC* (tur 0) ~and of ku1 and ku2) are reversed.
Now SC* (tur 0)exp(ku1t) decays to zero ast23/2, whereas
SA* (tur 0)exp(ku1t) approaches an asymptotic plateau as
t21/2. The approach to this plateau again occurs from above
~the coefficients of thet23/2 and t21/2 terms are again
positive!. This behavior is demonstrated in Fig. 2. As in Fig.
1~A!, a second-order transition is also observed in Fig. 2~B!,
but this time forSC* (tur 0).

V. SHORT-TIME BEHAVIOR

It has been shown that the short-time behavior of the
ABC reaction is given by a Smoluchowski-type approxi-
mation.21 Such an approximation is typically valid to longer
times than a simple exponential decay. Here we extend the
methodology to the excited-state ABCD reaction.

Starting with Eqs.~2.13!, we let s→`, so thatgi(si)
become negligible with comparison to unity. At the same
time, we do not approximate the reaction-free Green function
G1(a1 ,s1ur 0). Thus these equations simplify to

ŜA* ~sur 0!'
1

s1
@12k18G1~a1 ,s1ur 0!#, ~5.1a!

ŜC* ~sur 0!'
k1

sm
G1~a1 ,smur 0!. ~5.1b!

In the second equation, we have also replaceds1 ands2 by
sm[max(s1,s2).

We now exponentiate Eq.~5.1a! in the following man-
ner. Let us define an effective irreversible time-dependent
rate coefficient,keff(tur0), as the Laplace inverse of

k̂eff~sur 0![k18G1~a1 ,sur 0!. ~5.2!

The Smoluchowski survival probability is defined in terms of
this rate coefficient by

SSmol~ tur 0!5expF2E
0

t

keff~ t8ur 0!dt8G . ~5.3!

By taking a first-order Taylor expansion and Laplace trans-
forming, we regenerate Eq.~5.1a!. Thus we conclude that the
short-time behavior is given by

SA* ~ tur 0!'SSmol~ tur 0!e2ku1t, ~5.4a!

SC* ~ tur 0!'
k1

k18
@12SSmol~ tur 0!#e2kumt, ~5.4b!

FIG. 1. The time dependence of the survival probabilities for the excited-
state ABCD reaction in 3D for case~1!, whenku1.ku2 . The full curves are
the exact solution, as obtained from a numerical inversion of the Laplace
transforms in Eqs.~3.4!. The dashed lines are the long-time asymptotic
behavior calculated from Eqs.~4.1!. The parameters area15a25a55 Å,
D15D25200 Å2/ns, k15k25100(4pa2) Å 3/ns, and kq15kq2

510(4pa2) Å 3/ns. Hereku250, whereasku1 varies as indicated. The in-
termediate value ofku1 corresponds to the second-order transition.

FIG. 2. Same as Fig. 1 for case~2!, whenku1,ku2 . The asymptotic behav-
ior ~dashed lines! is calculated from Eqs.~4.2!. The parameters are identical
to the above, except thatku150 andku2 varies as indicated.
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wherekum[max(ku1,ku2). These results are demonstrated in
Fig. 3.

Our short-time approximation is analytic, because the
effective rate constant admits an analytical expression in the
time domain,

keff~ tur 0![
a18D1

r 0a1
Fexp~2x2!

Apt/t1

2W~x,At/t1!G , ~5.5!

where the functionW(x,y) is defined by

W~x,y!5exp~y212xy!erfc~x1y!, ~5.6!

and x[(r 02a1)/A4D1t. The time integral of the effective
rate coefficient is thus

E
0

t

keff~ t8ur 0!dt85
a18a1

r 0
@erfc~x!2W~x,At/t1!#, ~5.7!

where erfc(x) is the complementary error function.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have investigated the excited-state geminate reaction
A* 1B�C* 1D with two different lifetimes and in the pres-
ence of the added contact quenching process. We obtained an
exact solution for the Green function and survival probability
in the Laplace domain, but could invert it analytically only in
the equal-lifetime case. Nevertheless, we find that the Green
function is useful in propagating many-particle kinetics even
when only its Laplace transform is available.22

We could obtain analytic expressions in the time domain
for the short-time behavior of the survival probability and its
long-time asymptotics. Interestingly, the behavior is quite
different from that found previously in the equal-lifetime
case.19 The latter represents a borderline behavior between
the two regimes, when~1! ku1.ku2 and~2! ku1,ku2 . When
we ‘‘correct’’ the survival probabilities by the smaller of the
two unimolecular rate constants, we find in case~1! that A*

decays to zero ast23/2 whereas C* increases and then de-
creases to a limiting plateau ast21/2. In case~2! A* de-
creases monotonically to a plateau ast21/2, whereas C* first
increases and then decays to zero ast23/2. This behavior is
demonstrated in Figs. 1 and 2.

Finally, it is important to note that the geminate problem
is not just a mathematical construction en-route to the many-
body problem. Geminate reactions are monitored routinely
by experiment. For example, for the ES–ABC case~starting
typically from an excited C molecule! one finds excellent
agreement between theory and experiments involving ES
proton transfer reactions.15,23 To our knowledge, the gemi-
nate ES–ABCD reaction~starting from A and B at a given
distance! has not yet been realized experimentally. Yet one
may conceive of such a scenario. For example, an acceptor
~A! and donor~D! moieties may be initially connected by a
weak bond~e.g., a S–S bond!, so that the impinging laser
photons both dissociate this bond and promote the donor to
its ES: A2D1hn→A1D* . This would prepare an initial
contact state for the geminate reaction A1D*
A* 1D. It
would be interesting if such systems could actually be stud-
ied, because of the intricate kinetic effects predicted herein.
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APPENDIX A: THE EQUAL-LIFETIME CASE

The results in this Appendix extend Ref. 19 to the case
where the reaction involves identical unimolecular decays

FIG. 3. The short-time approximation
to the survival probability, Eqs.~5.4!
~dashed lines!. The lines for the exact
kinetics in panels~A! and ~B! are the
same as in Fig. 1, whereas in panels
~C! and~D! they are taken from Fig. 2.
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but with a contact quenching process. In the equal-lifetime case,ku15ku2[ku , and thuss15s2[j. The Green functions from
Eqs.~3.3! are subsequently expressed as

p̂A* ~r 1 ,sur 0!2G1~r 1 ,jur 0!52
a1

2

r 1r 0

a18~s21At2j!2s

kD1
At1t2~11At1j!

•

exp@2Aj/D1~r 11r 022a1!#

~Aj1s1!~Aj1s2!
, ~A1a!

p̂C* ~r 2 ,sur 0!5
a1a2a1

r 0r 2kD2
At1t2

exp@2Aj/D2~r 22a2!2Aj/D1~r 02a1!#

~Aj1s1!~Aj1s2!
, ~A1b!

whereAt1t2(s11s2)5At2s11At1s2 andAt1t2(s1s2)5s1s22s.
Equations~A1! now can be inverted analytically to give

pA* ~r 1 ,tur 0!exp~kut !5pA*
0

~r 1 ,tur 0!2
a1

2

r 1r 0kD1
At1t2

F s1

s12s2

a18~12s1At2!2~a18a282a1a2!

12s1At1

W~x1r1 ,s1At !

2
s2

s12s2

a18~12s2At2!2~a18a282a1a2!

12s2At1

W~x1r1 ,s2At !

2
a18~12At1 /t2!2~a18a282a1a2!

~12s1At1!~12s2At1!
W~x1r1 ,At/t1!G , ~A2a!

pC* ~r 2 ,tur 0!exp~kut !5
a1a2a1

r 0r 2kD2
At1t2~s12s2!

@s1W~x1r2 ,s1At !2s2W~x1r2 ,s2At !#. ~A2b!

The functionW(x,y) is given by Eq.~5.6!, whereas

x5~r 02a1!/A4D1t,
~A3!

r i5~r i2ai !/A4Dit.

pA*
0 (r 1 ,tur 0) is the solution for free diffusion with a reflec-

tive boundary condition atr150,1

pA*
0

~r 1 ,tur 0!

5
1

4pr 1r 0a1
FA t1

4pt
$exp2~r12x!2

1exp2~r11x!2
%

2WS r11x,A t

t1
D G , ~A4!

namely, the Laplace inverse ofG1(r 1 ,sur 0). In the absence
of quenching, whenki85ki , the above reduce to Eqs.~3.6! in
Ref. 19.

The survival probabilities in the equal-lifetime case are

ŜA* ~sur 0!5
1

j
2

a1

r 0

a18~s21At2j!2s

At1t2j

3
exp@2Aj/D1~r 02a1!#

~Aj1s1!~Aj1s2!
, ~A5a!

ŜC* ~sur 0!5
a1

r 0

a1~11At2j!

At1t2j

exp@2Aj/D1~r 02a1!#

~Aj1s1!~Aj1s2!
.

~A5b!

Inversion of Eqs.~A5!, or direct integration of Eqs.
~A2!, gives

SA* ~ tur 0!exp~kut !512S`

k18

k1
Ferfc~x!1

s2~12s1At2!1s1~a282a1a2 /a18!

s12s2
W~x,s1At !

2
s1~12s2At2!1s2~a282a1a2 /a18!

s12s2
W~x,s2At !G , ~A6a!

SC* ~ tur 0!exp~kut !5S`Ferfc~x!1
s2~12s1At2!

s12s2
W~x,s1At !2

s1~12s2At2!

s12s2
W~x,s2At !G , ~A6b!
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where erfc(z)512erf(z) is the complementary error function.
The long-time asymptotic behavior of Eqs.~A6! is

SA* ~ tur 0!exp~kut !512S`

k18

k1
F11H bAt22S r 0

a1
21DAt1

2
1

s1
2

1

s2
J 1

Apt
G , ~A7a!

SC* ~ tur 0!exp~kut !5S`F11HAt22S r 0

a1
21DAt1

2
1

s1
2

1

s2
J 1

Apt
G , ~A7b!

where we have defined

S`[
a1a1

r 0~s1s22s!
, b[

a18

a18s22s
. ~A8!

Note thatb51 when there is no quenching process.
A kinetic transition occurs when the coefficient of the

1/Apt terms in Eqs.~A7! vanish, namely when

~s1s22s!
r 0

a1
5

s

a18s22s
At2

t1
1~a18s22s!, ~A9a!

~s1s22s!
r 0

a1
5~a28s12s!At2

t1
1~a18s22s!, ~A9b!

for A* and C* , respectively. If the right-hand side of Eq.
~A9a! is larger, A* approaches its asymptotic plateau from
below. Else, the approach is from above. Similarly, C* ap-
proaches its asymptotic plateau from above if the right-hand
side of Eq.~A9b! is larger, and from below otherwise.

The kinetic transition here is more involved than in Ref.
19 due to the quenching process. As an example, we plot the
survival probabilities for the most symmetric case in Fig. 4.
It is interesting to note that one can find a kinetic transition
as a function ofr 0 even in the equivalent diffusivity case

@panel~B!#, when there is no kinetic transition in the absence
of quenching.19 Appendix B analyzes the number of transi-
tions occurring as we varyD1 , leaving the other parameters
fixed.

APPENDIX B: KINETIC TRANSITIONS
IN EQUAL-LIFETIME CASE

In the absence of quenching, the same kinetic transitions
occur both for the A-state and C-state kinetics, and the two
conditions in Eqs.~A9! coincide. In the presence of quench-
ing, the transitions for the two states occur at different values
of the parameters. Moreover, the product state C can some-
times show more transitions than the reactant state A. We
investigate this behavior by considering the conditions in
Eqs.~A9! as a function of the A* 2B diffusion constant,D1 .
Defining z5AD1, the two conditions are rewritten as cubic
polynomials,

b3,1z
31b2z21b1,1z1b050, ~B1a!

b3,2z
31b2z21b1,2z1b050. ~B1b!

The even coefficients are equal for the two states,

b052~k18kD2
1g!~r 0 /a121!AD2,

~B2a!
b2524pr 0~k281kD2

!AD2

~whereg[k18k282k1k2) but the odd coefficients are differ-
ent:

b1,150, b3,154pa2k1k2kD2
/~k18kD2

1g!,

~B2b!
b1,25a2g/a1 , b3,254pa2k28 ,

except whenkq15kq250.
One can now investigate the number of real roots of the

polynomials in Eqs.~B1! by examining the two discrimi-
nants

D i~D2 ,r 0![v i
31wi

2, ~B3!

FIG. 4. Kinetics for the equal-lifetime case, using the same parameters as in
Fig. 1, butku15ku250 andr 0 varies. Note the transition in the approach to
the plateau for the C-state kinetics.

FIG. 5. Analysis of the C-state kinetic transitions in the equal-lifetime case.
Panel~A! shows the contours for the discriminantD2 as a function ofD2

and r 0 . The rate constants are as in Fig. 1, butku15ku250. We have
selectedD25200 Å2/s andr 055.1 Å, for which D2,0 and three transi-
tions are expected. These are seen in the C-state kinetics of panel~B! asD1

is varied.
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where v i[b1,i /3b3,i2b2
2/9b3,i

2 and wi[(b1,ib2 /b3,i
2 23b0 /

b3,i)/62b2
3/27b3,i

3 ~for i 51,2).
It is well known that the number of real roots of a cubic

polynomial is determined by its discriminant,D i(D2 ,r 0), as
follows:24

~a! D i(D2 ,r 0).0. One real root.
~b! D i(D2 ,r 0)50. Three real roots, of which at least two

are equal.
~c! D i(D2 ,r 0),0. Three different real roots.

In addition we note that whenr 05a1 , one root vanishes so
that the corresponding kinetic transition occurs only in the
limit D1→0.

Now becauseb1,150, one can show thatD1(D2 ,r 0)
>0 so that the A-state kinetics undergoes at most one tran-
sition, as in the case of zero quenching.19 In contrast,
D2(D2 ,r 0) can be either positive or negative. In the second
case we expect three kinetic transitions when varyingD1 . A
contour map of this discriminant is plotted in panel~A! of
Fig. 5. We see that the negative regime shrinks asr 0 in-
creases andD2 decreases to a certain critical value (D2* ,r 0* ).
We have chosenD2 and r 0 within the negative regime. The
ensuing three kinetic transitions are demonstrated in panel
~B! of this figure.
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